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00:20:15

Rudolf Blums: Hallo from Belgrave, Wurundjeri land

00:20:17
Rhiannon:
Hi all - Rhiannon from The Australia Institute here. Thanks for joining
us today. Looking forward to a great webinar!
Just a little reminder that the chat has options for ‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’.
Choose the latter option to participate in the chat with everyone.

Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panellists to answer live, or upvote any other
questions you’d like answered!
00:20:46

Gerard Biddle: Hi all from Wadawurrung Country

00:22:33
alive!

Kathleen Davies:

00:22:42

Rudolf Blums: “NewsCorp”?, “Credibility”? Yeah, I’ d like to believe that.

00:23:04

Frank Freschi: Just made it - would not miss it for anything.

Thanks again for your work TAI. A very exciting time to be

00:23:22
Kerry Silcock:
the great work!

Good morning from Ngunnawal country. Thank you so much TAI for

00:24:02
ourselves.

Eric Pozza:

Good on you Ben and TAI. Just hope we are not just talking to

00:24:03

Nick Gemmell: Morning from Wagga Wagga. Wiradjuri Land. Nick

00:24:23
this.

Lydia Nenai:

00:24:28

George Naumovski:

Good morning from Port Moresby, PNG. Thanks for being a part of
Hello from Bundoora.

00:24:35
Florence McCarthy:
Coal mines have left behind huge voids that leak methane
and pollute the groundwater -- also allowing loss of groundwater thru evaporation. What policies
are you developing to remedy this? Surely a job creation opportunity?
00:24:50

Anne Heard:

Thanks for this webinar! I'd be lost without TAI.

00:24:55
Rosemary Dunworth:
Victoria. Greaat to be here and listen.

Good morning from Gunai Kurnai country, Gippsland,

00:25:13
Gregory Olsen: Greetings from Bundanoon, in the NSW Southern Highlands, on
Gundungurra land, never ceded! :-)
00:25:21

Rafeel Perez:

Good morning to all, Rafael Perez

00:25:35
KAREN PRESBURY:
It is so important

Hello from Gadigal Land. Thanks for all your great work, TAI.
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00:25:50
Roger Tonkin: I blinked. Before the blink, the Murdoch Press was powering along
the climate change denial path. After the blink, it was powering along in reverse. The path must
have been the road to an environmental Damascus.
We are supposed to believe that “the facts changed”, so Rupert changed his spots. But the facts did
not change in the blink of my eyes.

So what changed? Not the writing on the wall, because that has been there since well before truth
became inconvenient.
00:25:52

Jay Wilson:

G'day from San Francisco

00:25:56
country.

Noel Willis:

Good morning from the Blue Mountains - Gundungarra/Darug

00:26:03

Joanne Fraser: Good morning from Yugambeh country

00:26:03
Fred Sim:
Kaya all from Noongar country over in WA. Australia WERE leading
the world with the Clean Energy Act in 2011.... what a waste of the decade since. We would have
been heads and shoulders above other nations had it not been for the dinosaurs...
00:27:03
Helen no Proud:
Helen Proud from Gadigl country,Dungog, NSW. Hello and
thanks for sharing from the Australia Institute.
00:27:11
Victoria Collins: Good morning from Darkinjung Land. Can I just say that I am
sceptical of Scott Morrison's Road to Damascus via Glasgow, conversion to Climate Action.
00:27:18

Sandy Buck:

hello from boonwarrung country

00:27:19

Sandra Macdonald:

Hi everyone from GunaiKurnai country and thank you TAI

00:27:48

Carlien Le Lacheur:

Hello from Yugambeh country and yes thank you TAI.

00:27:52
Jenny Searles: Hello from Wonnarua Country, Hunter Valley. It's high time we
transitioned away from coal here.
00:27:52

Ron Lawler:

Greetings from Wiradjuri country, Wagga Wagga

00:27:56
steven hoy:
After the past nearly 10 years of word games, I won't believe any
LNP target until I see it legislated
00:28:06

Merah Hashmi: Hello from Ngunnawal country. Thanks very much TAI!

00:28:12

David Whitehouse:

Hello from Neutral Bay in Cammeraygal Land.

00:28:16
Gavin Gilchrist: Hello all from Sydney's Inner West. Let's hope Chris will today
announced Labor's 2030 target.
00:28:39

BRUCE DALKEITH:

HI EVERY ONE
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00:29:24
Angela Michaelis:
From Gadigal land, I’m a member of Climate Change
Balmain-Rozelle, who were lucky enough to hear from Richie last night. Thank you to The Australia
Institute!
00:29:39
Jock Churchman:
Hello from Kaurna country. Now is the time for real action. It
is agreed world-wide that real action involves ceasing the extraction and burning of all fossil fuels.
Can we be sure that Labor will do this and not just go half-way while keeping coal extraction going
and accepting gas as a stop-gap fuel. Will they also promote electric vehicles and the infrastructure
required?
00:29:40

Diane Calleja:

Listening from Wurundjeri Woi-Wurrung land in Heidelberg

00:30:21
industry?

Meredith Kefford:

Will Labor stop accepting donations from fossil fuel

00:30:42
Valerie Bosher: Val Bosher Tocumwal Yorta Yorta country. sorry skeptical of Labor
talk the talk but don't walk the walk eg support new coal mines????
00:30:51

jennifer manson:

00:30:51
Pauline Roberts:
Lately' is on the road to Damascus?

Good question Meredith!
Hi from Taungurung country. Just wondering if 'Scotty come

00:31:20
Noel Willis:
I'm guessing Labor's 2030 target will "trump" Morrison - with a
target of 30% emissions reduction on 2005 emissions (or am I being too cynical).
00:31:43

jennifer manson:

Agree Val

00:32:22
BRUCE DALKEITH:
WHY NOT CHANGE SALT WATER INTO FRESH WATER AND
PIPE INTO THE OUTBACK LIKE CALGOLE.
00:32:25

Barbara Lyle:

Greetings from Worimi Lands. This is our single biggest cchallenge

00:32:27
Nicola Card:
Hello all from Wurundjeri land. Congratulations to TAI for this and
all other significant reports and research.Looking forward to hearing more from Chris Bowen too at
Smart Energy Council’s climate summit https://smartenergy.org.au/events/the-global-race-to-zerosummit/
00:32:48
jennifer manson:
hear about climate!!!!

Don't want to hear political lobbying Christ Bowen. Want to

00:33:30

Stop the focus on the opposition! Talk about climate

jennifer manson:

00:33:38
Martin McAvenna:
we access the details?

Does the survey include demographic breakdown & how do

00:33:47
Kylie McIntosh: Can Labor legislate to ensure truth in political advertising in election
campaigns to stop some of these nonsense claims e.g. EVs ending the weekend etc etc??
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00:33:50
Eric Pozza:
running scared for too long

Great to hear some straight talk for a change. Labor has been

00:33:59
Angela Michaelis:
I think the concern is not that the Coalition will run a scare
campaign , but that this time they will claim they are taking action ( even though they will not
commit to real measures to deliver serious cuts).
00:34:13

jennifer manson:

00:34:14
Katie Dyer:
leadership on this issue
00:34:18

Sick of hearig politicians bagging each other!

That is a long list of 'guys', looking forward to more female

Suzanne Rogers:

Very sick of politicians gaslighting and spin doctoring.

00:34:32
Jock Churchman:
Can we get rid of these ridiculous brainless slogans? The
latest "technology not taxes" appeals to the Australian mania for opposing taxes. Yet we do need a
price on carbon which the LNP will call a tax as before.
00:34:35
Eric Pozza:
And LNP usres fear? I reckon there's tons of fear available in
climate, in a war with China, with cost to economy if we keep coal..
00:34:44
Anthony Morrissey:
not worry about climate change
00:35:07

China is building more coal fire power station. it appears is I

Alex Chapman: Can we stop the blaming people and start working on a Solution?

00:35:18
Ellie Hall:
I work in climate action for a local government, which, without
federal policies or support can be much more work than it should be. It's really refreshing to see,
through this report, that the majority of Australians support our work at least!
00:35:27
Gill King:
Disappointed that Chris Bowen is attacking the Govt just at this
critical time when they are starting to shift and need encouragement - we need to take the partisan
politics out of climate action
00:35:34
Gregory Olsen: The Federal Environment Minister, Sussan Ley, has approved four
coal mine expansions in the last month. How can we stop this outrageous assault on the climate and
her abrogation of the findings of a Federal Court case – known as the Sharma case – which found she
had a duty of care to protect young people from the climate crisis?
00:35:46
Felicity: We need 50% at least by 2030. I think the tide is turning at last! Matt Kean
is going great guns today. Planning to put $3 billion into clean hydrogen. Being both the Treasurer
and Planning Minister in NSW he can do it!
00:35:57

Annette Luders: Clearly in 'election mode' here!

00:36:06
jennifer manson:
Chris, you're here under false pretences. If you want people
to listen about climate, stop talking about the opposition,
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00:36:13
Eric Pozza:
Let's not be too pure. LNP hasn't been and they've kept winnign
elections. A few truths about dangers of climate won't harm, or about the one politicl party that's
closed down an effective climate program (Gillard's)
00:36:26
Suzanne Rogers:
We need to ensure that future technology such as batteries
and solar do not also require minerals and metals that increase mining. Protect Australia's ancient
history and environment for all
00:37:10
Annette Luders: So Chris, what exactly are your plans??? Haven't heard anything
new or different yet!!!
00:37:11
Darryl Fallow: Agree Gill King - We need to have people being constructive and
working together if at all possible
00:37:21

Felicity: It is coal, oil and gas that we need to stop mining.

00:37:34
Wendy Baker: Chris, we here to hear about climate change and what Labor
proposes - we don't appreciate election mode taking over. Wendy Baker, Lilydale , Vic
00:37:50

Dan Ryan:

I thought this event was meant to tell us the survey feedback?!

00:37:59

Andrew Holliday:

00:38:05
jennifer manson:
not on politics please?

Betrayed...hmmm...how is Joel?
Can we please hear from someone focussed on climate and

00:38:07
Eric Pozza:
We had Labor telling us all they were going to do at the last election
and they lost. Due to scares and the rest, but they lost
00:38:10
Claire Bettington:
I will be extremely annoyed if Scotty turns out to be the
Messiah, rescuing the planet from climate change; having said that, I don't care who does it, so long
as SOMEONE does!
00:38:48
Abbott

Eric Pozza:

LNP will claim climate in coming weeks. Let's remind them of

00:39:00
Andrew Holliday:
then. Is the ALP going to follow suit?

Norway reduced the price of EVs by removing taxes from

00:39:05
Wendy Baker: We are here because we are already converts! Get to how we get
emissions down! WB
00:39:05
population?

Alex Chapman: How do you make electric vehicles available to the majority of the

00:39:15
Victoria Collins: Amazing the number of people who criticise the Labor Party when
they know the only alternative is the Coalition.
00:39:19
Kathleen Davies:
yeah....EVs are so good that the State of Victoria is taxing
them and making them less affordable....
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00:39:24

Felicity: Here here! But it would be gawling if it was him!

00:39:35
pam stagg:
Don’t hold your breath for Scotty saving the planet from CC. He’s
the slowest acting leader of any country on that! With maybe the exception of Bolsenaro.
00:40:00
Eric Pozza:
Victoria, yes, so true. Essentially it's labor or LNP. Perhaps Labor
with independents and greens onside
00:40:07
steven hoy:
Thanks Chris. I am happy to listen to the politics as it's critical to
galvanising action. Chris is getting to the details don't worry
00:40:40

Sandra Macdonald:

I agree with Claire :(

00:40:46
Dan Ryan:
waste of time, false advertising about this event, there’s hardly any
stats being discussed. I’m out. done.
00:40:53
Claire Bettington:
Griffiths! GOOD!!!
00:40:53

Diana Beere:

Ah ha, "Rewiring the Nation" - you've been talking to Saul

Agreed, Steven Hoy!

00:40:54
Meredith Kefford:
The alternative to a Labor Government is a
Labor/Greens/progressive independents balance of power
00:41:02
opposition.

jennifer manson:

At last, he focussed on policy and issues, not people in the

00:41:13
Victoria Collins: Kathleen Davies, the EVs do not use petrol so when that tax goes
and EVs take over any government will need to find a way to fund our roads highways and bridges.
00:41:19
Jillian Van:
What is coming from the PM at the moment is pure SPIN. All this
government has done is tell us how "good" they are.
00:41:36
�

Hamish Maclean:

00:41:53
Claire Bettington:
determinism? I hope so.
00:41:57

Wendy Cox:

00:42:09

Angela Michaelis:

But yeah, you support a gas fired recovery… independents
Martin Green, prof at UNSW - a case of nominative

Supporting gas is misdirected
Agree with Meredith Kefford comment.

00:42:12
Christophe Menage:
Is partisanship going to get us the outcome we seek and
NEED? Will our innovations be as.... innovatively �..... broad and capable if we persist in point
scoring? Other than momentarily feeling vindicated or fuelling egos, how is the collective national
interest served by indulging in mudslinging and "told you so's"? Less focus on personality more on
policy. Less on identity, more on innovation. Let's get this show on the road once and for all!
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00:42:21
Suzanne Rogers:
Thank you Chris, I hope Labour can do these things. At the
very least force whoever is in leadership to make it happen.
00:42:29
jennifer manson:
Our independents are the only ones who keep the others
honest. Pity they have limited power to set policy.
00:42:37

Audrey Quicke: Thanks all for joining this Climate of the Nation webinar.

You can check out the full report here: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/climate-of-thenation-2021/
00:42:39
S A Hamed Hosseini:
the public transport.

electric cars electric cars. not even a word mentioned about

00:42:48

You know the saying, 22nd time's the charm

Rhydian Cowley:

00:42:52
Jules Pennell: Agree with Meredith. Greens & progressive independents having
the balance of power in both houses is our only hope.
00:43:02

Felicity: Don't mention any silly taxes!

00:43:06
Gill King:
directed at roads etc

Victoria Collins - fuel tax goes into consolidated revenue, is not

00:43:07
Andrew Holliday:
wraparounds....
00:43:20
vital issue?

Noel Willis:

Chris sounds like he's reading from Monday's Newscorp

Will the Australia Institute also have a Greens spokesperson on this

00:43:20
Rhiannon:
The results of the 2021 Climate of the Nation survey can be
accessed here: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/climate-of-the-nation-2021/
00:43:22
Gregory Olsen: Victoria Collins, you commented that the only alternative result in
the upcoming Federal election is a Labor Government. This is not correct. A hung Parliament will
enable progressive independents and Greens to hold the balance of power and force action on
climate change. This is what I want. :-)
00:43:28

John Abdel-Ahad:

Chris thanks, I thoroughly enjoyed your speech.

00:43:44
Victoria Collins: EVs refers to Electric vehicles of all sorts, which includes Public
Transport and Trucks.
00:43:48
Ros Blackwood: Once Labor was ambitious and bold on what they would do for
reducing emissions. We need Labor to go back to this type of target
00:43:58
Anne Heard:
and so results in lower costs.

Taking private sector out of the game reduces the profit imperative
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00:44:03
Claire Bettington:
Reading Crikey's series on Scotty's beliefs yesterday, it's
clear he believes that God has to fix the planet, not him! Explains a LOT about his policies too. And I
thought we were a secular nation, with separation of Church & State? All I have to say to that is
ROBODEBT, which killed over 2000 poor people!
00:44:04
John Englart: For Those interested in the report rather than Bowen's speech:
https://australiainstitute.org.au/post/all-time-high-of-75-of-australians-concerned-about-climatechange/
00:44:07

Darryl Fallow: Onside with Gregory Olsen!

00:44:09

Fred Engels:

00:44:23

Nick Gemmell: Can you forward a copy of this Report?!? N

Why can't the opposition send someone to COP26?

00:44:33
James Whelan: Slashing GHG emissions by at least 50% this decade is the highest
priority. That’s the commitment we’re looking for.
00:44:46

Jenny Holmes: 2030 should be the benchmark not 2050. Jenny Holmes, ACT.

00:44:48
Lindsay Ferguson:
Wonder how today's event would have gone with say,
Taylor or Pitt doing the wrap. No politics? You'd be joking. It's ALL politics and no policy and look
where it's got us.
00:45:03
Rosemary Dunworth: Thanks Chris for your words. I really appreciated what you
had to say. given us a few points for discussion.
00:45:08
Kathleen Davies:
Agree Victoria Collins - there should be a national approach
to road funding, lets have a conversation rather than slapping a flawed tax on EVs. Federal fuel
excise has not been directly used for roads since 1950s so even petrol users have not paid for roads.
Perhaps the next fed government will fix the constitutional tax issues around
excise.....https://chuffed.org/project/evtax
00:45:18
Brendan ORegan:
What will your party do to change the way private donations
will be made in the future as plenty of money is not recorded in real time and found to impede the
ability for political parties to action a progressive vision linked to IPCC recommedations?
00:45:24
exporting FF

Ros Blackwood: Absolutely 2030 has to have extremely ambitious target and stop

00:45:31

Wendy Cox:

00:45:38

Joanne Fraser: having trouble with internet will have to watch the recording

support @Kathleen on EVtax

00:45:40
Hamish Maclean:
happened to 2030?
00:45:42
demonised...

Anne Heard:

Let’s not forget net zero 2050 is still a disaster! What

Subtext is that any ALP released policy with either be stolen or
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00:45:47

Fred Engels:

Agreed Jenny!

00:45:59
nation-2021/

Fiona D'Souza: Report: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/climate-of-the-

00:46:23

Rosemary Dunworth:

Agreed Anne Heard.

00:46:27
Victoria Collins: Agree Anne Heard. The Coalition have always and will always steal
Labor's policies. And then claim credit for them!
00:46:38
Jock Churchman:
Victoria Collins. We actually need a re-think of how we do
everything, including transport and also including individual ownership of everything. We need
fewer cars, so fewer roads.
00:46:38

Jenny Holmes: Thanks, Fred, Jenny

00:46:49
Suzanne Rogers:
Opinions are flexible and should be open to change. How do
we stop ppl like Bolt, Jones, Palmer, Abbott etc from stubbornly refusing climate change? The
influence these people have is facical
00:47:07

Victoria Collins: Jock Churchman,

00:47:10

Lindsay Ferguson:

Yesterdays

00:47:13
Trevor Bacon: NSW Govt sets 2030 target while currently considering opening up
to 15 new coal mines
00:47:32
Chris Nash:
The Australian Electric Vehicle Assoc has a pledge page to take
control of your own emissions and move this debate forward. Please sign up at
https://aeva.asn.au/forms/2030-vision/
00:47:52
Suzanne Rogers:
heritage sites!!!

Trevor Bacon - and those mines boarder national parks and

00:48:02
Victoria Collins: I know that urban sprawl is a problem and we should do something
about that too. I was mainly talking about the roads, highways and bridges we already have. They
need to be maintained for EVs as well.
00:48:02

Brendan ORegan:

It is very expesive to electrify ones home!

00:48:05
Claire Bettington:
Scotty & half his cabinet are Pentecostals, they believe
climate change is up to God, and that they cannot do anything about it! They don't believe that Man
could change the climate of the planet! We have very little hope they will ever do anything about
CC.
00:48:21
Hamish Maclean:
Is there analysis of responses by Federal electorates? It
would help voices groups etc apply pressure.
00:48:27

Nick Gemmell: Thankyou. N
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00:48:36

Fred Sim:

100% Chris!

00:49:10
Angela Michaelis:
Brendan ORegan, savings are there if run on renewables but you can have a plan to change over a decade.
00:49:20
Anne Heard: Brendan, you're correct. Same as sewerage and mains water individuals rely on central policy and subsidised rollout.
00:49:24
excess

John Knox:

or maybe overbuild the network - we can find things to do with the

00:49:38

Marion Jacka: what about ALP position on new gas projects?

00:49:42
Eric Pozza:
It's true that Labor's policies are limited and not exciting like last
time. But then they lost last time.
00:49:44

Claire Bettington:

Thanks to Saul Griffiths! Rewiring the Nation!!

00:49:45
Steve Blume: Interesting tactical position from Labor & understandable - but need
to come immediately the LNP announces theirs. There is no ‘well before the election now - the
election is imminent - perhaps Nov 27 or Dec 4th. Labor took 45% by 2030 to the 2019 election. The
US, UK & EU are now at 50% by 2030 as is NSW. 50% is not ‘ambitious’ it is what can be achieved
easily. Ambition would see 55% by 2035. This is the minimum needed - 9% reduction a year.
00:50:01
Suzanne Rogers:
Electricity is great but I worry that raising the Warragamba
Dam will destroy environment, increase extinction rates of wildlife.
00:50:01
Lindsay Ferguson:
Yesterday's poll position via AI and Guardian tells us it is the
12% minority who are anti-vaxxers, climate change deniers. And yet both political parties pander to
this group. Why? When are our 'progressive' politicians going to assume their role as leaders and
educators, and get this mob back in their boxes where they belong. Science? Reasoned argument?
evidence?
00:50:17
Valerie Bosher: Agree Trevor they think we don't understand the connection!
between new coal mines and emissions!
00:50:20
john merory: We have to draw down, not just reduce emissions. Our forests
would be very important for this - allow them to expand. Including the mangrove forests and sea
grass meadows.
00:50:39
S A Hamed Hosseini: the 1 million dollar question is who is going to own the
transition to renewables if it finally happen. the corporations again or the communities?
00:50:53

Felicity: Upgrading the grid is very good.

00:50:55
Annie Mcloughlin:
Is there any chance this upgrading of the grid could mean
that the public money spend could mean the return of public ownership and also coordination
power in the future.
00:51:02

jennifer manson:

Good points Lindsay!
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00:51:04
Liz Reen:
For opinions across electorates check the recent Yougov poll. Find
your own at https://togetherwecanmovement.org.au/poll
00:51:10
solar power?

Suzanne Rogers:

Any way we can ensure that rental housing HAs to have

00:51:11

Felicity: Wouldn't that be nice!

00:51:13

Anne Heard:

Exactly, Annie!!

00:51:25
Hamish Maclean:
energy use, more equitable

Insulation still needs be in the mix for houses. Cheap, reduce

00:51:44
Steve Blume: There is no Dunkenglaute in Australia. See https://ieefa.org/ieefaaustralia-afraid-of-the-dark-and-clutching-at-coal-esb-is-still-beating-the-capacity-mechanism-drum/
00:51:46
Claire Bettington:
Batteries. Are there any downsides, eg destruction of the
areas where Lithium is mined? Or are they being made of other materials now?
00:51:55

Felicity: This should have happened 10 years ago.

00:51:58
Gavin Gilchrist: If anyone in NSW wants help buying quality rooftop solar at a fair
price, contact me though www.innerwestcommunityenergy.org.au
00:52:19
S A Hamed Hosseini: turning the households to the subservient of the privatized
energy is not a progress, it is serving the corporate interest. the energy should be controlled and
owned by the community.
00:52:23
Gerard Biddle: What about islands around provincial cities and large towns with say
500MWH battery storage interconnected to intervening grid?
00:52:24

John Knox:

00:52:25
Eric Pozza:
Abbott closed it down

Why not have a Tesla megapack at every sub-station?
Felicity, a lot of climate action did happen 10 years ago. Just that

00:52:27
Jenny Newell: Spot on John Merory - drawdown is crucial. Seaweed farms and
algae bioreactors also important (algae technologies really taking off now - see what Deep Green
Hub at UTS is doing).
00:52:31
Jock Churchman:
Electricity demand varies during the day. The SA branch of
the Labor Party (I am not a member) has proposed that we generate hydrogen by electrolysis (high
electricity use) when other demand is low, so keeping the system stable. This is called firming and
deserves consideration.
00:52:36
News Corp.

Victoria Collins: This did happen 10 years ago. Then along came Tony Abbott and

00:52:42
Kate Gordon: ALP need to get moving with cleaner manufacturing…..and ensuring
we have enough big thinkers in this vacuum to ensure the transition away from fossils is expedited
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to make up for the precious lost time politicising this critical issue. Do we need to attract more the
likes of Saul Griffiths to get going?
00:52:53
Sandy Buck:
wouldn't electrifying everything help the LNP? It will take a while to
convert the country to renewable energy, therefore continued use of coal generated electricity!
00:52:55
Steve Blume: ALL technologies have environmental costs as does all human
activity. Renewables decrease that, but cant be allowed to ignore environmental issues.
00:53:21

Angela Michaelis:

Jock Churchman, yes!

00:53:37

Barry Traill:

lost of words at BCA switchery

00:53:43

Fred Engels:

That will be lnp NBN policy!

00:53:50

Sandy Buck:

Must be the high qualt NBN

00:53:54

Victoria Collins: FTTP now! :)

00:54:04
Burchell Wilson:
There's actually no modelling detail in the BCA report put
together by Access Economics:
https://www.bca.com.au/achieving_net_zero_with_more_jobs_and_stronger_regions
00:54:21

Russell Scattergood:

00:54:36

john merory:

Malcolm Turnbull's NBN!

also a reduction of population and per capita consumption

00:54:56
Rod Holesgrove:
I hope Labor will have a green and blue carbon store
policies i.e policies to prevent land and marine habitat loss as well as vegetation restoration - a win
win for climate , biodiversity , fresh water etc
00:55:30
Lois Levy:
gas to renewables?

What plans does Labor have for a fair transition from coal, oil and

00:55:39

https://www.crikey.com.au/newsletter/11-10-21/?

Steve Blume:

00:55:55
Jen Sinclair:
Fossil fuel industries will do WHATEVER it takes to hold on to power
including holding democracy hostage and spreading lies through whatever media possible. They
need reigning in.
00:56:10
Rowan Rafferty:
If we are seeing changes in policy that's good. Don't expect
to see the RW "modelling" it will remain election strategy …. until after the election. Sans Policy.
00:56:42
John Englart: 34 nations have now signed Global Methane Pledge initiated by US
& Europe as at 11 October. Australia is not one of them.
https://takvera.blogspot.com/2021/09/global-methane-pledge-aims-for-30.html
00:56:44
lovely

Suzanne Rogers:

integrity YES. Ability to trust our so called leaders would be
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00:56:47

Ros Blackwood: Integrity is also stopping export of FF

00:56:56

Steve Blume:

CCS & gas is at the core of the BCA - its zombie technology

00:57:06
Kate Gordon: We need to change the conversation from the loss of jobs in fossils
to the opportunities offered by renewables……
00:57:10

Victoria Collins: The BCA need to say openly that Coal needs to be retired.

00:57:27

Angela Michaelis:

00:57:31

Jen Sinclair:

Yes Ros Blackwood!

Agree Victoria

00:57:52
Janelle Speight: How about rotating panel of Scientist advising Government on
permanent basis on these topics especially with development. We seem to have plenty of lawyers
and business people in politics but not enough diversity with STEM/STEAM groups. Also not be able
to take things to court constantly until it is over thrown in favour of development at the cost of
bushland, flora, fauna and climate impact.
00:57:57

Shobha Varkey: Yes!

00:58:10

Kate Gordon:

And yes again!

00:58:23
Lois Levy:
I see the Murdoch media after a brief flurry on renewables are now
promoting nuclear power. How does the Labor Party view this?
00:58:31
Gill King:
Glad to hear Chris Bowen willing to work with BCA despite being late
to the party - but Is ALP willing to take the community’s lead and stop making climate action a
partisan political issue and instead call for everyone to work together - just like on issues like
national security and COVID? WW2 and early response to COVID are excellent examples of how
much can be achieved in extremely short time. (my Q in the Q&A)
00:58:31

Claire Bettington:

Murdoch is a blight on our planet

00:58:33
arrived again

Annie Mcloughlin:

Obviously and election is here and the falsely dressed have

00:58:38
Jenny Backholer:
Agree with Fred Engels. How about Chris Bowen attend
Glasgow using his parliamentary travel allowance to show the ALP is fair dinkum about this. Time for
the ALP to demonstrate some leadership rather than just waiting for the Coal-ition to stuff up
further.
00:58:43
Gerard Biddle: Gerry Biddle to everyone: what can be done about highlighting the
conflicts of interest of Palmer Angus Taylor, Matt Canavan and their coal interests?
00:58:47

Diana Beere:

Disinformation has been hugely problematic, and it still is!

00:58:47
fuels!

Felicity: I want to hear MPs saying what it will cost if we DON'T stop using fossil
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00:58:51
Eric Pozza:
Ebony, there aren't many conflicting opinions if you go to reliable
scientific sites, CSIRO, ANU, NASA etc
00:58:53
Australia.

Victoria Collins: Jen Sinclair, if the BCA did that there would be a paradigm shift in

00:58:58

Wendy Cox:

00:59:16

Ros Blackwood: Yes Shoba

Newscorp opinion commentators won't change though eg Bolt

00:59:19
Steve Blume: @Janelle Speight We had one called the Climate Change Council.
We also have a Climate Change Authority - with Grant King as Chair!
00:59:23

Wendy Cox:

Where's our Fed ICAC?

00:59:42
Leonie Lane: Fantastic to hear about 1bn investment by Twiggy Forrest in green
hydrogen manufacturing centre in Central Queensland!
00:59:45

Denise Salvestro:

Bolt said he would walk....hopefully he keeps his promise!

00:59:45
Suzanne Rogers:
gaslighting and fake news.

Newscorp needs less attention b/c excel at manipulation,

00:59:50

Jen Sinclair:

Clive Palmer is a blight on democracy and effective climate policy

00:59:52

Gregory Olsen: Gotta go. I’ll view the recording. Thanx TAI! �

01:00:08

Rowan Rafferty:

Absolutely Leonie Lane

01:00:09
Annie Mcloughlin:
Low literacy levels in the general Australian population will
mean information must be put in more ways than reports etc
01:00:18

Eric Pozza:

Chris great yes call ouit misinformation

01:00:19
jennifer manson:
Newscorp wants to make money and it's finally realised that
most people want climate issues addressed. Only populists can make lots of money from the bulk of
the population
01:00:33

Felicity: Clive Palmer is a poisonous monster!

01:00:35
and adverts

Lorraine Tighe: It should be illegal to spread disinformation in election campaigns

01:00:40
Andrew Holliday:
Newscorp will keep Bolt etc to 'prove' their independence
and impartiality - he'll be their token 'nutjob' in the same way Philip Adams was their (his
description) 'token lefty'.
01:00:49
john merory: global emancipation of girls and women, being much tougher on
harassment and bullying, allowing women control of their bodies , fertility and education, job and
career choices, etc will reduce population and increase expertise.
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01:00:53

Victoria Collins: Clive Palmer is a toxic emission!

01:01:01

Merah Hashmi: pretty sure the first question is about fossil fuel donations to ALP?

01:01:07

Eric Pozza:

01:01:16

Claire Bettington:

Chris having problems with our $55b NBN?
THANK YOU MALCOLM TURNBULL FOR A 3RD RATE NBN!

01:01:23
Steve Blume: Chris and others will be on the Smart Energy Council Global Race to
Zero next week https://smartenergy.org.au/global-race-to-zero-summit/
01:01:33
Richard Tuffin: One issue about calling out mis-information on Facebook is that by
doing so, you're amplifying the message amongst your social network.

Bit of a tricky one there.
01:01:34
Jen Sinclair:
urgently needed.

Agree Lorraine. Stronger laws to protect and strengthen democracy

01:01:41
Andrew Holliday:
For democracy to work, voters have to be informed. How
can that sit with allowing lies in election campaigns - the process by which voters are informed?
01:01:50
S A Hamed Hosseini:
like it please then LIKE to raise it?
01:02:00

pam stagg:

could you please fellows read my question in Q&A and if you

Victoria Collins, GOLD!!!

01:02:02
Diana Beere: Every time you correct disinformation in social media, you're
actually spreading that material further. Better to post the positive stuff and keep that in front of
people's faces instead. Just ignore the disinformation! (I know it's heard!).
01:02:20

Diana Beere:

01:02:30

Ros Blackwood: We need legislation for the far more ambitious targets by 2030

01:02:36
Jen Sinclair:
change the conversation.

Hard, not heard

Great suggestion Diana. Agree. More positive news needed to

01:02:36
David James: come on ALP and either poo of get off the potty. What is alp figure
for 2030-5, cough it up or get bypassed by the Libs. david james
01:02:36

Fred Sim:

Why re-invent the wheel when you could introduce Zali's bill??

01:02:58
Jenny Dibley: I thought News Corp said it was toning down its messaging re CC in a
two week campaign before COP. What will the messaging be after COP?
01:03:07

Beverley May: Exactly Fred! Work as a team!
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01:03:09

Claire Bettington:

SUE HER! WORST ENVIRO MINISTER EVER!!!

01:03:34

Fred Sim:

01:03:44

Shobha Varkey: Yes about tine to change the federal government. Let’s vote for it!

Good legislation is good legislation regardless of who introduces it

01:03:44
Claudia Caliari: Climate Action stops at the politic level. Solutions are available. This
delay in the transition is increasing exponentially the social inequality in Australia and the lack of
transparency in the political sector is the biggest barrier! How can the politicians represent the
transition needed instead of the lobbyist desires when new "developments" are planned?
01:03:50

Shobha Varkey: Time

01:03:53

Victoria Collins: Sussan Ley is the Anti Environment Minister!

01:04:00

Denise Salvestro:

Agree!

01:04:06
continue ...

Rowan Rafferty:

The message needs to be "Transition" otherwise, the BS will

01:04:09
Ann Wigglesworth:
I agree, I was expected to see national statistics about the
population's attitudes to climate change.
01:04:17

Wendy Cox:

Transition or suffer the fate of the killer chooks

01:04:25
Nina Heymanson:
in Q&A to bump up
01:04:31

Noel Willis:

01:04:51
Jay Wilson:
proposed Climate Bill, no?
01:04:53

If you're interested in jobs transition plans, there a question

Good points Richie!
At the very least, Minister Chris should at least let Zali co-sponsor his

Claire Bettington:

ANGUS TAYLOR - 1ST CANDIDATE FOR A FEDERAL ICAC!!!

01:05:00
jennifer manson:
It's worth remembering that Susan Ley was removed using
taxpayer money to travel to Qld to buy a unit for herself. She acts in her own interests not those of
the taxpayer.
01:05:47
Darryl Fallow: The government won’t enact the Safeguard Mechanism! Ask for
higher emission levels and it will be granted.
01:05:54

Beverley May: A logical proposal Jay. Well said.

01:05:57

Anne Heard:

Safeguards Policy = no more fossil fuels

01:05:59
Jo-Anne Bulmer:
The chooks next door just had a bit to say, here on
Yugambeh country. Just coincidence I'm sure�
01:05:59

Glenn Atkinson: Grassroots Vote Angus Out movement may just be successful.
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01:06:17
Victoria Collins: Australians WILL be paying a Carbon Tax when other countries put
tariffs on our goods.
01:06:25
Morrison.

Steve Sherry:

Bridget McKenzie, another one bought back from Coventry by

01:06:28
Stephen Young: Why has Ebony avoided asking the top up-voted question "Can we
take Labor's policies on climate action seriously as long as the ALP continues to receive donations
from fossil fuel interests?"
01:06:43
Helen Reynolds:
supporting the call for net zero !

I can hear your chooks again Richie…they are definitely

01:06:52

Allan Evans:

Well said Victoria we will pay a tax that goes off shore.

01:06:54

Ros Blackwood: Totally Richie

01:07:44

Peter Tait:

Sorry Chris,

01:07:49
Mark Kunach: With the rooftop solar tsunami of installation continuing it is clear
many people know the advantages. We could build on that sentiment if we had more aggressive
strategies to encourage EV purchases and more options from EV manufacturers. Make EVs cheaper
and tax polluting ICE cars. Plus, EV batteries and home solar charging has many advantages. Even
better if we manufactured the batteries here.
01:08:01

Anne Heard:

Oh, yeah, that would be the gas we largely export!!

01:08:11

Peter Tait:

Actions shout louder than passion ...

01:08:12
Claire Bettington:
NO FRACKING, EVER! David Suzuki said that Gas fracking is
the STUPIDEST industry ever invented. Use CONVENTIONAL gas, not FRACKED gas!
01:08:21
existing ones

Fred Sim:

But there is no need to build new gas or coal facilities, just cap

01:08:23
stations

John Knox:

Electrifying everything releases fossil gas for use in gas powered

01:08:26

Diana Beere:

But we don't need to extract MORE gas!

01:08:32
Rod Holesgrove:
Richie — we cannot ignore protecting and restoring green
and blue carbon stores - a win win for climate , biodiversity , fresh water etc
01:08:32
Allan Evans:
for profits to the few.
01:08:33

No new gas is needed. Australia has a surplus we prioritise exports

Darryl Fallow: Bob Douglas’s question not raised either.

01:08:38
Felicity: Deniers should be held responsible for the CO2 emissions they are causing
and the damage it is causing.
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01:08:40

Valerie Bosher: Val Bosher NO one is suggesting turn off coal or gas tomorrow!!!

01:08:41

Wendy Cox:

01:09:00

Rowan White: "lower carbon" gas give me a break

01:09:02

Peter Tait:

01:09:03

Jo-Anne Bulmer:

I don't buy that Chris.

01:09:04

Rhydian Cowley:

Lower carbon gas? pfffft

Let's support traditional owners

If mining and extraction can never be taken yout, why explore?

01:09:04
Kate Wylie:
Gas means more carbon dioxide and more methane in the
atmosphere - Labor you have to say no to it across the board. Beetaloo is a mistake
01:09:09
Donna Bagnall: Batteries can now do that firming role. No need for gas in the
electricity system.
01:09:09

Helen Reynolds:

You should be opposed to gas exploration !

01:09:17
Claire Bettington:
What about Fugitive Emissions, even from exploration
wells? Methane is such a powerful GHG, far worse than CO2!!!
01:09:19
Judith Gamper: from Judith - I have heard/read from reputable sources WE DO NOT
NEED MORE GAS!
01:09:20

Felicity: We do not need gas now! We have big batteries for instant power.

01:09:21
John Englart: Chris is right we will need gas peakers for short to medium term, but
that doesn't mean we need any new gas. IEA says we need to stop all new coal, gas projects. Labor
still supports gas expansion
01:09:22

Sandy Buck:

01:09:25

Jo-Anne Bulmer:

01:09:26
Sue Dixon:
fuel companies
01:09:31

beetaloo involve water tables and destruction of land
I don't buy that Chris. We already have enough gas.

Please answer the question re Labor accepting donations from fossil

Kylie McIntosh: Agree Kate Wylie

01:09:45
Jenita Enevoldsen:
On GAS: Will you commit to turning off subsidies to fossil
fuels today Chris, If you are committed to an all electric nation?
01:09:47
new gas

Rhydian Cowley:

01:09:49

David James:

lower carbon or not, gas means emissions. We can't have

What a cop out on NT fracking. very poor.

01:09:54
Alexander Marks:
admirable strategy

Dividing and conquering indigenous owners is not an
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01:09:55
Aaron Robinson:
you in the same boat as the Libs.

You keep coal as you transition. Advocacy for fracking puts

01:10:01
Nick Abel:
Chris Bowen says we need gas for the transition to renewables, but
most gas produced here is exported and burnt overseas. Stop doing that and we don't need to open
new gas fields. Nick
01:10:01
questions...

Andrew Holliday:

01:10:01
Sharee McCammon:
fossil fuel donors, not us
01:10:07

Ebony is risking her street-cred big time by avoiding the key
ALP support of Bettaloo shows that they still serve their

Richard Tuffin: Sorry but even allow exploration at Beetaloo is disgraceful>

We should start treating gas like coal and look to remove it asap from our power sources and export
markets
01:10:08
Alexander Marks:
We should be looking to renewable energy exports in the
Northern Territory instead of fracking!
01:10:12

Kylie McIntosh: What is low carbon gas??

01:10:22
Suzanne Rogers:
needs as a priority :(

We have global contracts that do not look after Australia's

01:10:23

Felicity: NO TO GAS!!!!

01:10:27

Claire Bettington:

The Beetrooter et al: the TAIL wagging the DOG

01:10:39

Jo-Anne Bulmer:

NO NEW GAS

01:10:43
Barbara Lyle:
holding Australia to ransom.

I fear that the Nats have decided to flex their muscles and are

01:10:47
Jill Murray:
The strength of these responses to continued gas exploration
suggest that the current policies might be making Labor less electable than they would otherwise be.
01:10:51

Noel Willis:

Don't expect an answer Kylie..

01:10:53

Chris Biggar:

Low carbon gas is less CO2 scrubbing required

01:11:00

Stephen Young: Make Labor better. Vote 1 Greens.

01:11:00

Darryl Fallow: Agree about Beetaloo - we don’t need this!

01:11:01

Anne Heard:

GS = Great Australian Lie

01:11:11
Sharee McCammon:
from the fossil fuel industry

Please ask Chris Bowen if ALP will stop accepting donations
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01:11:13

Anne Heard:

Oops, GAS

01:11:15
jennifer manson:
than access to water in Australia
01:11:17

Joy Pegler:

Fracking risks our water and there's nothing more important

Lower Carbon presumably means higher methane content.

01:11:21
Sandy Buck:
imagine if all the irrigation channels were covered in solar cells?
reduce evap and generate electricity/
01:11:23
Sandra Macdonald:
sooner! I vote Chris!

Chris Bowen, Labor has to do better on getting rid of gas

01:11:24
Tam Doan:
Hello everyone,I am writing here something that is not in the topic.
some politicians make sure that they are chummy with Senior citizens groups. Give Federal money to
build a BBQ here and there, zoom talking, come party, Volunteers Appreciation award Certificats,
etc. These sweet seniors vote for them because that the names thye have heard their groups
mention. All votes are equal, hence they are important. We should tak to any seniors about what we
can do for a better climate.e
01:11:29
Ros Blackwood: Methane is also part of the problem and I do mean our obsession
with beef in our teeth and pork on our fork. Please face this Australia
01:11:34

Allan Evans:

Narrabri aaags exploration is a disaster in the making.

01:11:40
Denise Rawling: so good to see focus on regional australia in these policies - betrayal
is not strong enough! lies and fear-mongering by those who should be their leaders. A disgrace.
01:11:41

Victoria Collins: 'This is a Solar Panel, Scott, don't be afraid of it!'

01:11:57

Darryl Fallow: Will Labor sign up to the Global Methane Pledge??

01:12:01

Felicity: WE HAVE MOVED ON FROM GAS.

01:12:21
Mark Kunach: We must stop burning coal, gas and oil; the sooner the better for
the planet. A clear plan to transition and support the jobs lost, and train for the new ones in the
renewables industries.
01:12:38
Matthew Ross: has there been a study of what warfare does to the environment
and how it will effect climate change given the current events of the region are governments of
Australia going to think about this has there been talks on this topics
01:12:44
Jo-Anne Bulmer:
Traditional owners don't want exploration in the Beetaloo
Basin and we don't need new gas. Is the ALP beholden to the gas industry.
01:12:47
Beverley May: NO NEW GAS! Not a gas-fired recovery. Take Chris' point that to
transition current gas peaker plants will have a place - then ultimately to be retired. SA as a state
leading the way to what is possible.
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01:13:07
Victoria Collins: Methane is definitely a bigger problem than CO2. We need to
acknowledge this. They are both a problem though.
01:13:10
Lindsay Ferguson:
Dear Tam Doan, please check your ageism. People who
don't bother to think about how they dispose their vote occur in all age groups. There are plenty of
angry, stirred up Old People who will never vote conservative. I am case in point.
01:13:15

Eric Pozza:

It's refreshing to hear a Labor pollie speaking straight and strong

01:13:20

Darryl Fallow: More Coal and Gas make net-zero by 2050 a fraud!

01:13:37

jennifer manson:

Tam, you assume seniors are stupid.

01:13:38
Suzanne Rogers:
Please do not clear trees (the most efficient oxygen creator)
and environments for building wind and solar. Surely we can keep our bushlands and ecosystems as
well as have renewable energy.
01:13:55

Jill Murray:

Hydrogen is a gas. Sneaky but not technically untrue.

01:14:17

Jen Sinclair:

Second that Suznne.

01:14:20
Fred Sim:
Exploration = new, no?

So why do we support fracking and exploration in that area?

01:14:22
Claire Bettington:
mates & supporters.

Game of Mates: shovelling $billions of public money to your

01:14:26

Darryl Fallow: Can’t argue with you Jill - H2 is a gas (at normal temps of course).

01:14:28

Wendy Cox:

01:14:29

Victoria Collins: The Kurri Kurri Gas Fired Power Station is just more pork barreling.

The chicken in the room is exports

01:14:31
Clayton Drury: We have plenty of gas already. Why not reserve some for use here
instead of exporting it? We should not be spending any more govt money on new gas infrastructure
and discovery.
01:14:41

Jo-Anne Bulmer:

01:14:59

Frank Choy:

ALP please declare you DON'T support exploration in

Suzanne, we also need to plant more trees especially natives.

01:14:59
Gill King:
We can achieve rapid transition that’s needed - if have full-on
commitment - WW2 and early response to COVID are excellent examples of how much can be
achieved in extremely short time.
01:15:13

Anne Heard:

Retrain the workforce

01:15:17
Chris Biggar: We need gas peakers - that is a fact, until they can run Hydrogen.
That is what the weather tells us. Chris is spot on. Just having an emotional no gas viewpoint isn't
helping.
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01:15:34
Jo-Anne Bulmer:
We don't new gas mining.

ALP supporting exploration in Beetaloo Basin is very suss.

01:15:37

Victoria Collins: Agree Chris Biggar.

01:15:47

Anne Heard:

Chris, domestic reservation policy federally would help

01:15:48

Noel Willis:

Can we have a Greens climate spokesperson next, please?

01:16:02
Gavin Gilchrist: Chris: you were asked about no new coal mines, not whether you'd
close existing mines
01:16:05
Jock Churchman:
green hydrogen instead.
01:16:07

Nick is right. Don't export any natural gas! We could export

Judith Gamper: fro Judith - excellent point Gill

01:16:07
Fred Sim:
Someone mentioned yesterday at Poll Position about Nationalising
Gas and then reducing it so we have direct control - thoughts?
01:16:11

Steve Blume:

@Chris Biggar Not true that we need gas peakers.

01:16:25
Tam Doan:
Lighterfootprints.org is to capign for the protection of Victorian Tall
Forest. Please join in to get it happen. Light Footprints ahs been so busy with other tasks that his
project has not been able to start. Please visit the website and read the Sept talk. We all need more
hands and more minds
01:16:26

Donna Bagnall: Agree with Steve Blume.

01:16:26
Ros Blackwood: Is the money into investigating project of CFPStation in Collinsville
code for the investment coorporations oversees. How criminal that we are involved in this fraud as
the Aust public
01:16:29

Anne Heard:

Fred, I agree

01:16:48

Steve Blume:

@Chris Biggar and H2 as a fuel is a really bad expensive idea.

01:16:50

Wendy Cox:

Chris Bowen we don't NEED gas peakers - @Steve Blume

01:16:56
Claire Bettington:
Can we have Richard Denniss's analysis of the economics of
the transition to a decarbonised Australia? Thanks.
01:17:06

Victoria Collins: Jobs Rich Renewables Rich. Sounds like a plan.

01:17:08
Joy Pegler:
and butane = 4.

Methane in natural gas = 1 carbon atom, ethane = 2, propane = 3

01:17:18
Nick Gemmell: Need to adopt GREEN Mining! That is - Lithium. copper. etc. Then
"manufacture" Lithium Batteries! N
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01:17:37
S A Hamed Hosseini: �interestingly the question i raise about the politics
behind this was avoided even if it was its turn since 7 min ago! �
01:17:38
Mark Kunach: What happens to the stranded coal and gas assets when the cost to
run the mines/generators becomes uneconomical. Who will pay to remediate these sites? Not the
Public!!! We cannot have companies walk away from the mess. We already see some old CSG sites
bleeding methane.
01:17:38

Steve Blume:

Methane in fossil gas in Oz was ~96%

01:17:41

Suzanne Rogers:

01:17:49

Anne Heard:

Green roofing too please

Why imagine, Chris? Write the policy!!

01:17:50
Peter Sainsbury:
yes but the mining and burning of coal kills people and also
makes them sick. they are dirty sources of fuel and represent an old way of doing business. by
continuing we are saying it is ok for people to get asthma and die
01:17:53

Kate Wylie:

Thank you Australia Institute

01:18:03

Ros Blackwood: Thnk you

01:18:06

Eric Pozza:

01:18:08

Claire Bettington:

01:18:11

Barry Traill:

01:18:12

Suzanne Rogers:

01:18:15

Tony Simons:

thanks all. Great session again. And thanks to Chris.
Dodged a bullet on the mining donations, Chris!

Thnks TAI- quality event as always
Thank you everyone

Thanks for a great forum.

01:18:15
Rhiannon:
Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in the
discussion on our most recent Climate of the Nation survey results, and Australia’s climate action.
You can access the report here: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/climate-of-the-nation-2021/
For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series. At
the bottom of the page you can also view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – today’s
webinar has been recorded and will be available at a later date.

Thanks again for joining us!
01:18:16

Anne Heard:

Thanks all.

01:18:16

Frank Freschi: Fantastic talk by Chris B and thanks to TAI again.

01:18:16

Mark Kunach: We need to have an ongoing discussion!

01:18:18

Fred Engels:

Thanks All!!!
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01:18:21

Brendan ORegan:

Thanks Chris, Ebony, Ben and Richie!

01:18:21

Natalie Charles: Thank you

01:18:22

Jay Wilson:

ta everyone!

01:18:23

Steve Blume:

Great session AGAIN!

01:18:24
question

Merah Hashmi: Thanks everyone, would have liked to hear an answer to the top

01:18:24

Richard Tuffin: Thanks guys - Chris

Great panel
01:18:25
going.

Fred Sim:

Thanks Chris, Ben, Richie, Ebony and all. Keep the conversations

01:18:26

John Englart:

Lively chat today, and many questions. Thanks Australia Institute

01:18:27

Tricia Hiley:

Thank you. Very informative report.

01:18:27

Claire Bettington:

01:18:29

Darryl Fallow: Thanks to TAI!

01:18:30

Rhydian Cowley:

01:18:30

Victoria Collins: Thank you all.

01:18:31

Denise Salvestro:

01:18:31

David Evans:

01:18:31

Kenneth Waldron:

good webinar

01:18:32

Barbara Norman:

Thanks great presentation and discussion!

01:18:35

Sandy Buck:

01:18:36

Angus M Robinson:

01:18:37

Audrey Quicke: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/climate-of-the-nation-2021/

01:18:39

Leonie Lane:

stimulating, hopeful discussion!!

01:18:40

Jody Fassina:

Thanks Chris

01:18:42

Matthew Ross: �

01:18:44

Fred Sim:

thank youse all!!!

Thanks all

Thanks to all! Will be good to continue this discussion

Excellent presentation. Tku AI.

perphaps chris could answer those Qs and send theose out.
Many thanks for the invite :)

Keep pressing on, we need to!
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01:18:50

Jenita Enevoldsen:

Thanks TAI - for leading the conversation!

01:18:54

Jillian Van:

Thank you once again Ebony! excellent content & presentation

01:18:56

pam stagg:

Love you Richie!

01:18:56

David Whitehouse:

01:18:56

Steve Blume:

01:18:57

Jock Churchman:

01:18:58

Fred Engels:

01:18:58

Julia Mateljan: We should be manufacturing electric vehicles!

Great discussion - many thanks all.

https://australiainstitute.org.au/initiative/climate-of-the-nation/
Labor will have to dissociate itself from fossil fuel donations!

�

01:19:02
Arnold GARNSEY:
Chris in good opinion

Good to hear honest straight talk from a pollie.It will keep

01:19:06

S A Hamed Hosseini:

also please see: https://thecommonalts.com/

01:19:06

Lloyd McDonald:

excellent thanks to all. Chris for PM!

01:19:07

Nicola Card:

01:19:07

Suzanne Rogers:

01:19:08

Gavin Gilchrist: An excellent hour's investment

01:19:10

Don McArthur: Thank-you TAI & Chris

�TAI
When is the workforce one again?

01:19:13
Claudia Caliari: Thank you for this opportunity to put community in contact with
decision makers!
01:19:16

Donna Bagnall: Thank you TAI and Chris, great discussion.

01:19:16

Denise Rawling: thank you to all for an informative and inspirational session.

01:19:22
Beverley May: Thank Ebony for facilitating the debate. need more straight talking
based on facts and evidence.
01:19:23

Claire Bettington:
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